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bath design: TRANSITIONAL/MODERN

HEMINGWAY FINE HOMES

PROFESSIONALS
Builder
Hemingway Fine
Homes
Greenwich
203-625-0566
hemingway
construction.com
Architect
Leroy Street Studio
New York City
212-431-6780
leroystreetstudio.com
Shower Doors
Architectural Shower
Door Designs
Stratford
203-887-9359
Stone
The Stone Workshop
Bridgeport
203-362-1144
stoneworkshops.com
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F

orget a master bath. Here you’ll find a master oasis,
an expansive first-floor bathroom connected to an
outside hot tub and private sundeck for a spa-like
escape that upgrades the clients’ house into their own
private resort. This space prizes size, from the stately
shower with its frameless glass panels to the 18-foot
custom floating double vanity of solid teak with a slab
countertop of Danby Olympian white honed marble.
A skylight drenches the surroundings in sunlight from
above, while tucked away in a private commode you’ll
find a separate urinal and electronic toilet. Motorized
windows and solar shades separate the interior and
exterior soaking tubs, allowing the clients to easily
hop back and forth between hot and cool soaks as they
transform bathing into a luxurious day at the spa.
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PROFESSIONALS
Builder
Hemingway Fine Homes
Greenwich; 203-625-0566
hemingwayconstruction.com
Architect
Christopher Pagliaro Architects
Darien; 203-838-5517
christopherpagliaroarchitects.
com
Interior Designer
Amy Aidinis Hirsch Interior Design
Greenwich; 203-661-1266
amyhirsch.com
Landscape Architect
Artemis Landscape Architects
Sandy Hook; 203-683-1808
artemisla.com
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A/V Professional
Advanced Home Audio
Shelton; 203-922-0051
advancedhomeaudio.com

HEMINGWAY FINE HOMES WITH
CHRISTOPHER PAGLIARO ARCHITECTS

W

hy should the kids have all the fun? That
was the thinking behind a young couple’s
home renovation that produced an outdoor entertaining space for children and adults, a
home theater and an indoor/outdoor adult cabana
and bar. The new state-of-the-art movie room seats
eight, and blackout shades can be raised or lowered
with the touch of a button. An adjacent whimsical
concession stand has a popcorn maker and open
shelving for any type of candy imaginable. In the bar,
designer Amy Aidinis Hirsch clad the ceiling and
walls with authentic reclaimed corral boards from
Montana and covered the floor with supple leather
laid in a herringbone pattern. Bronze-and-blackened-steel shelves display liquor, and the bar itself
has a jaw-dropping chiseled-edge waterfall marble
countertop that cascades down the front in a jagged
diagonal line. This elegant play space emits an older
classic feel, yet has all the elements of cutting-edge,
transitional design.
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